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A Word from Our President

by

LCDR Rich Jehue
DUINS, Quantico

SUSNAP Members:
   First, I want to apologize for the late distribution of this issue. There are a couple of reasons for
this. The most significant was that our Chief Editor (LT Dave “Meat” Peterson) was called upon to
go TAD most of July to support the Fleet. In addition I was on leave for the month of July and upon
return reviewed the journal and started to formulate the President’s page. Thus, the delay the last
week has rested on my shoulders. I want to thank “Meat” for kindly reminding me that we need to
get this out to our members.
   I am, as I am sure you will be, impressed with the contributions to this issue of our journal. Also, I
would like to offer a big Bravo Zulu (BZ) to “Meat” for all the hard work he and his editorial staff put
into this Journal. “Meat” has also worked on a new format which we also hope you enjoy.
   I am very impressed with what our Society members are doing for the community to support the
Fleet/Fleet Marine Force (FMF). The most exciting element is that in addition to excelling at the
tactical level, I see significant opportunities to excel at a higher level. As we continue down the
transformational road map of the Department of the Defense, U.S. Navy, Naval Medicine, etc., as a
community we need to remember that capabilities without requirements are irrelevant. Also, as we
align ourselves we should understand how what we are doing is in lock step with at least two
Echelons above our respective level.
   Please be sure you read the “Intern Insights.” They present a nice perspective from the lens they
currently view things as well as let us read about the personnel who will comprise the future of our
community in 15 years or so. Speaking of the future, where do you want to be and where do you
want see our community in 10-15 years? More on that in a later issue, but for now I would draw
your attention to the change of command article on the Naval Operational Medicine Institute
(NOMI).
   Ten years ago who would have thought that we would have a Medical Service Corps (MSC)
Officer, a Health Care Scientist (HCS), much less an Aerospace Physiologist (AP) as the Skipper
of NOMI; not many, if any at all. In simplistic terms, it was not long ago (15-20 years) that the “best”
and ultimate tour for an AP was being the Department Head of either Miramar (Best of the West) or
Norfolk (Beast of the East) and now that is part of our career progression to something greater for
our community, the MSC, Naval Medicine, and the greatest Navy in the world. I say simplistic
because although CAPT Musashe is the first MSC and AP to hold the title Commanding Officer,
NOMI he is actually the 13th (if my count and review of community records are correct) AP to sport
the command pin.
   Currently we have four APs sporting the command pin on active duty: CAPT Luz, CAPT
Musashe, CAPT Murdoch, and CAPT Schuyler. I believe they would all tell you that they could not
have accomplished what they have or been afforded their current opportunity if it were not for those
that came before them: CAPT (Ret) Anderson, CAPT (Ret) Armstrong, CDR (Ret) Banta, CAPT
(Ret) Brady, CAPT (Ret) Call, CAPT(Ret) Dickey, CAPT (Ret) Furry, CDR (Ret) Herron, and CAPT
(Ret) Patee.
   As the recently retired Surgeon General, U.S. Navy frequently said, “We stand on the shoulders
of giants.” We have a strong history (Reflection-on action) that has afforded us the opportunity to
be where we are today (Reflection-in action), and if we properly study our past we can understand
and put in proper context our present so that we can positively influence our future (Reflection-for
action).

LCDR Rich “Pyro” Jehue
DUINS, Quantico

571-330-4690
richard.jehue@usmc.mil

Very Respectfully,
LCDR Richard “Pyro” Jehue, MSC, USN
Semper Fi and Full Speed Ahead!
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CSEL Lessons Learned
by

LCDR Debra Yniguez
 COMHSWINGPAC AMSO

Lesson learned number two: ensure the
TEK software utilized by the laptops
includes all the Hand Held Radio (HHR) ID’s
to be used.  We discovered this problem
and had to pull about five radios due to the
HHR ID’s not recognized by the current TEK
software.  Replacement radios were sent on
the 27 March carrier on-board delivery
(COD) and were loaded for ready for issue.
Bottom line, preflight all software on each
laptop, to ensure everything works as
advertised.

For our next battle, the
FAILSAFE team commenced
operator training for each PR
shop, available AT, and aircrew
that required it.   One thing that
Chunky and I did was to carry
training radios wherever we
went.  We gave impromptu
classes to CO’s/XO’s of various
squadrons, in Ready Rooms, the
Officer’s Mess, and even on a
COD flight.  This was a great
way to catch those who missed
the briefs that were given at Air
Fallon ‘04.

In the event our customers
required additional training, two
Computer Based Training (CBT)
CDs were given to each
squadron to ensure they had the

opportunity to run through the CBT prior to
flying with the radio.  Dave Avery gave each
shop the CSEL manual on CD ROM.
Additionally, I developed a ready reference
leave behind binder for each squadron that
included the following

i.  Pre, during, post checklist (short
version/long version) that included
information for maintaining the CPE, RSA
and Radios, including loading all parameters
of the CSEL system, GPS crypto keys,
waypoints, mission data, and daily GPS
ephemeris transfers.

ii.  Phone number to the 24 hour Help
line for CSEL

 It was a beautiful March morning when the
FAILSAFE team (LCDR Yniguez and LT Mike
“Chunky” Kavanaugh) sailed out of San Diego
Bay aboard the USS STENNIS (CVN-74).  We
were accompanied by the “all knowing” Dave
Avery, CSEL program manager from DCS
Corporation.  We had no idea what a roller
coaster we had just stepped on to.  Over the
next two weeks I would need to gather all the
optimism I could muster.  It was a challenge to
keep a smile on our faces while smoothing out
all of the kinks that were about to be thrown our
way, as the CSEL architecture
was unveiled to Carrier Air
Wing 14 (CVW-14).
  The first glitch (let this be a
lesson to all who work with
CSEL in the future) was the
failure to ensure that
communications security
(COMSEC) folks aboard the
carrier understand how to
correctly retrieve and transfer
GPS crypto algorithm keys
from the Custodian Manager to
the individual squadron Aviation
Electronics Technicians (AT).
We spent two entire days fixing
this problem, which came down
to a miscommunication issue.
In the future, we need to pre-
flight (then test to ensure the procedures work) our
gear prior to arriving at the ship.
  The next item of business was to distribute the
Computer Program Equipment (CPE), Radio Set
Adapter (RSA), CSEL radios, and batteries to all
Carrier Aircraft Group (CAG) squadrons.  The
CAG Maintenance Officer and CSAR Rep
developed the distribution list.   The FAILSAFE
team verified that all necessary software programs
had been loaded onto the computers.  It’s a good
thing we checked because it wasn’t completely
done.  Therefore, we spent some time making all
CPE’s standardized, and ensuring that the Traffic
Encryption Key (TEK) software had been run for
each computer prior to distribution.
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were some AT’s that didn’t know the correct
format to follow while loading the key fill with
the CYZ-10.  Leave behind formats were made
available for all squadrons in the binders.

Software errors were noticed after loading
several radios with Crypto keys and initializing
the reference radio.  The CPE Time/Data GPS
transfer error, kept showing up and most PR
shops/loader teams didn’t understand the
error, especially since they had just come from
the flight deck with a successful GPS
download.  This error appears due to the fact
that the CSEL system is built to download

precise GPS
ephemeris
data to allow
the survivor/
evader with the
most accurate
time clock for
communication
slot periods.  It
is understood
that if the GPS
ephemeris
data is a few
hours old it will
be accepted
into the
network
system, albeit,
an error
message will

display.  All PRs, loaders, maintainers were
trained on downloading the GPS ephemeris
data “daily” via initial reference of the
reference radio.  Just a hint if your CSEL users
are not operating in hostile/enemy territory
they will probably be allowed download GPS
ephemeris data not to exceed three days,
since daily downloading becomes very tedious
for PR’s.  Hence, this error message will
present itself when the radio is turned on.
Once you turn the radio off it will not be seen
again. Unfortunately, this error message can
stop everyone from proceeding with using
CSEL radio in real world operations.  It is
important to inform PR’s, loaders, operators
and maintainers of this error.  Also, suggest to

iii.  Data sheets for Special Instructions
(SPINS) input
iv.  Unclassified SPINS information
v.  CYZ-10 procedures for AT’s GPS keys

two versions (CT3/F409)
vi.  Flight Clearance for CSEL radios
vii.  Authorization for battery use and
maintenance.

I believe this next task was one of the
hardest and should have been directed by
Commander, Naval Air Forces Pacific to be
completed prior to ever stepping foot on the
CV:  certifying the Safety of Flight Tests
(SOFT) of the
CSEL radio with
each T/M/S was
left to complete
during Carrier
Qualification (CQ).
This had to be
completed prior to
being allowed to
fly with CSEL
radios.  Of course
you can only
imagine how
thrilled Operation
Officers were to
complete this
during CQ when
deck time is at a
premium.

The FAILSAFE team continued to train
each squadron’s loaders on HHR loading
procedures.  At times this would occur late
at night due to many loaders needing
training who were on night flight schedules.

Throughout the week, CAG staff and
CVW-14 squadrons were very helpful in
making FAILSAFE meet training timelines.
One issue came up with a few squadrons
not allowing their AT’s to go and draw crypto
keys from ship’s COMSEC in a timely
manner.   We would have liked to meet with
AT’s prior to FAILSAFE departure, so that
the team we could oversee loading with the
CYZ-10 and be present in the event of
problems.  The FAILSAFE team was willing
to work 24/7 if needed.  We noticed there
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manufacturer to reword the error message to
read one of the following:

1. “Turn radio on and off for reset,
continue use”

2. “Press enter/IMM to get to main
screen, continue use”

3. “GPS time/data GPS transfer off by
XX meters, continue use”

The CSEL FAILSAFE team was very
well supported and received by CAG, the
Deputy CAG, and the CAG Staff.  The majority
of CVW-14 squadrons were very receptive and
open to training.  Due to the fact that this is a
new system and it is different there may be
some growing pains.  FAILSAFE team is willing
to return to the USS STENNIS and train
individuals who are not comfortable with the
CSEL system.  I’m sure that Chunky and LT
Russ Linderman will have more stories to tell
once they return from Northern Edge in June.
In closing, it was difficult to conduct FAILSAFE
introductory training during Carrier
Qualifications.  In the future, FAILSAFE teams
may want to schedule complex training during a
slower period, if such a time exists.
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AMSO’isms Revisited
by

LT David D. Peteron
 COMFITWING AMSO

  Some of my favorite articles from previous
SUSNAP Journals have been the AMSO-isms
written by LCDR “RATBOY” Hebert.  His
comments were always short and to the point
but usually profound.  They were effective tools
for the newly assigned AMSOs and also served
as good reminders for those who have been in
the fleet for a while.  In an attempt to follow in
RATBOY’s footsteps, here are a few of my
personal AMSO-isms.

  1.  Take care of your enlisted.  As Naval
Officers, one of our primary responsibilities is to
ensure our enlisted counterparts are cared for.
This includes everything from ensuring they
have adequate professional development
opportunities to providing formal recognition
when deserved.  If your Corpsman has not
advanced, gained points towards advancement,
or received some type of Navy recognized
certification (ALSO, TLSO, NVG Instructor,
FMF, etc.), you have failed them as an officer.
You should be conducting frequent mentoring
sessions to clarify your expectations and to
make sure that you are both on the same sheet
of music.  Furthermore, be certain that your
AMSC is as qualified and knowledgeable on all
matters pertaining to flight equipment and ALSS
equipment as you are.  It is sometimes tempting
to hoard all of the information pertaining to an
issue and avoid briefing your AMSC about the
situation.  I know because I have done it myself.
However, your AMSC should be as up to speed
as you are, and vice versa so that when you are
TAD, deployed, on leave, or unavailable, the
amount of FAILSAFE support available to your
squadrons is unchanged.

  2.  Take pride in your appearance.  As
officers, we are to lead by example.  This
philosophy applies not only to the presentation
of our uniform, but how we look in uniform as
well.  The NAVPERS 15665I: Uniform
Regulations states, “Exemplary military
appearance should be the norm for uniformed
personnel.”  Ironically, I often receive grief about
keeping my

LCDR Debra Yniguez
COMHSWINGPAC AMSO
619-767-1633, DSN 577
debra.yniguez@navy.mil
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boots well polished, especially since returning to
a Navy command.  Even though the Uniform
Regulations also say that footwear should be
“well shined and in good repair,” most think, “I
have better things to do with my time than
polish my boots!”  To be honest, so do I.  So
why bother?  The answer is quite simple,
because people notice – other officers and
enlisted.  It has been my experience that
individuals who purposely devote more time and
attention to their personal appearance and
uniform also put forth extra effort in other areas
of their job as well. The appearance of the
uniform is just as important as how we appear
in that uniform.  It is truly sad how many officers
and senior enlisted in today’s Navy are “seam
testing” their uniforms.  Unfortunately, some
physiologists are no exceptions (you know who
you are).  Bottomline:  As representatives of the
United States Navy, we should strive to make
our uniforms and overall level of physical fitness
a daily priority.

  3.   Think outside the box.   How many times
a day do you hear, “Well, that’s not my job.”  We
have all been on the receiving end of that
statement and know how frustrating it can be.
In an attempt to better serve the pilots and
aircrew we represent, you will often times find
yourself in a role that technically isn’t in your
billet description.   For example, a pilot comes
to you because his helmet does not provide
adequate hearing protection which has led to
the permanent loss of hearing reported on each
of his annual flight physicals.  Upon further
investigation, several other aviators from the
same platform are having similar problems.
Depending on what the outlying cause is for the
loss of sound attenuation (improperly fitted
helmet, defective ear cups, etc.), a Hazard
Report (HAZREP) formally addressing the
problem is the recommended course of action.
However, the squadron is currently in the middle
of workups preparing for an upcoming
deployment and does not have the time to draft
the HAZREP.  Because of the severity of the
problem, most AMSOs would take the time to
draft the HAZREP for that squadron.  I
recommend going one step further.  Find
additional ways to support the squadrons and/or
your MAG/Wing by volunteering for extra

responsibilities, possibly even a collateral duty.
At MAG-36, I served as the Family Readiness
Officer (FRO) for two of my three years.  In
such, I merited more command attention and
received more recognition for my actions as the
FRO than I ever did as the AMSO.  Not only
does it assist your command, but it will also help
you develop as a Naval Officer.

  4.  Bring your expertise to the plate.  Let’s
be honest for a second; it does not require a
Master’s Degree in Exercise Physiology, Sports
Medicine, etc. to introduce flight equipment to
aviators.  I am confident that my wife, who has a
BA in Education, could effectively perform the
duties of an AMSO within a short period of time.
So, why did I receive almost seven years of
higher education in Exercise Physiology to end
up introducing the CMU-33 Type I survival vest
to helo bubbas?  The old saying, “If you don’t
use it, you will lose it”, really does hold true.
Bottomline: Find a way to utilize your expertise
for the benefit of your aircrew.  Many of you are
regarded as subject matter experts in fields
such as nutrition, dietary supplements, sports
medicine, and the like.  With my background, I
was able to provide exercise and nutritional
advice to several Marines at MAG-36.

  5.  Have a spine.  If you notice a fellow officer
or an enlisted sailor out of uniform, call them on
it.  If a junior officer or enlisted sailor does not
render a proper salute when it is appropriate,
say something.  Bottomline: You are not doing
the individuals in violation, or the Navy for that
matter, any favors by doing nothing.  Here’s a
true story:  While at ASO School in Monterey, I
went to the commissary with another LT (P-3C
guy).   While I was shopping for some high
protein snacks, the LT came to me and said,
“You will never believe what I just saw.  This
young enlisted soldier, in uniform mind you, with
his girlfriend opened a cup of yogurt, stuck his
finger in the yogurt, licked his finger, then put
the yogurt back on the shelf, and walked away!”
My only question to the LT was, “Well, what did
you do about it?”  Unfortunately, his response
“Nothing, I came and told you.” is all too
common in the Navy today.  I truly believe the
Navy is an awesome organization but could
stand to improve in a few areas. These
improvements start with us.
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  A brief update from the Marine Aviation
Weapons and Tactics Squadron - One
(MAWTS-1) Aeromedical Safety Officer, Night
Imaging and Threat Evaluation (NITE) Lab
Project Action Officer, and your Lasers/Laser
Countermeasures and Night Vision Device
Subject Matter Expert.
  The NITE Lab Program
First off, I would like to thank CDR Marc “Fossil”
Baysinger for his dedicated support of the NITE
Lab program and congratulate him on his
retirement.  Our new PMA-205 sponsor is LCDR
Joe Essex.  LCDR Essex has wasted little time
in the few months he has been at the training
systems position, finding additional funding for
important projects including Recognition of
Combat Vehicles AH-1 sensor panel
development (see “ROC-V” in SUSNAP journal
volume V, issue one, April 2004) courseware
upgrades, and funding for several new Night
Vision Terrain Boards.
  Joint Night Vision Goggle Instructor (JNVGI)
Course.  The first JNVGI course was conducted
at Luke Air Force Base from 20-22 April 2004, in
conjunction with the Air Force Research Lab
Night Operations Center of Excellence (COE)
Mesa, Arizona.  Modeled after the MAWTS-1
NITE Lab Instructor (NLABI) Course,  JNVGI
retained the basic structure of the traditional Air
Force Night Vision Goggle (NVG) instructor
training course.  In keeping with the MAWTS-1
NLABI model, pre-assigned instructional
technique evaluations and read-ahead
packages accompanied stringent pre-requisites
for this course.  The JNVGI course is now a
USN/USMC Aviation Training Model Manager
(ATMM) approved NITE Lab instructor training
program.  For course quota requests, NITE Lab
supervisors may contact the MAWTS-1 NITE
Lab Aeromedical Safety Team at DSN 269-
6042.  The NITE Lab ATMM is the MAWTS-1
Commanding Officer Colonel Raymond Fox.
  Courseware Updates.  New courseware is
available for authorized users from the NITE
Lab Aeromedical Safety Team.  New products
include TACAIR and Rotary Wing NVD Mishap
Lessons Leaned (MLL) as well as the interim
NVG Introductory Course version 3.04 April

2004.
  The new MLL includes updated mishaps with
impressive 3-D animation that include actual
modeled topography and environmental
conditions at the time of the mishap.   Planning
is underway for the development of two new
MLL scenarios, one TACAIR and one Rotary
Wing.  Additional work will also be put into the
existing courseware upgrade.  The new MLL
courseware is only supported in DVD format.
The MLL courseware is intended for use by
trained, experienced NITE Lab and fleet night
systems instructors.
  The interim NVG Introductory course version
3.04 April 2004 is available on both CD and
DVD for flexibility of presentation format and for
use in refresher training where customer
specific briefs are recommended.   A PDF
version of the Instructor Guide will be made
available for download from the NITE Labs/
USMC Training and Education Command
website.  All NITE Lab Instructors should
migrate to the updated version at this time.

MAWTS-1 Aviation Development of Tactics
and Evaluation Department

  Quad Eye Night Vision Goggle Qualitative
Assessment
MAWTS-1 completed a Qualitative Assessment
(QA) of the Quad Eye wide field of view
(WFOV) NVG for USMC rotary wing aircraft
during the WTI 1-04 class.  The current fleet
standard AN/AVS-9 NVG are limited to a 40°
degree circular field of view (FOV). Several in-
service aircraft/platform working groups have
identified the need for an increased NVG FOV
to improve tactical performance and flight
safety.  For more information on the roots of
wide FOV, see “W-I-D-E-R is Better?” in
SUSNAP journal volume IV, issue one, July
2003.  The Quad Eye evaluated had a 92°
(horizontal) by 40° (vertical) FOV that affords a
130% increased FOV over current systems.
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MAWTS Happening?
by

LT Richard V. Folga
 MAWTS-1 AMSO
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  The purpose of this QA was to ascertain the
design efficacy and tactical significance of an
increased FOV NVG in assault support mis-
sions. MAWTS-1 staff and augment instructor
pilots from the CH-46E, CH-53E, AH-1W, and
UH-1N divisions participated in this QA during
two phases. Phase 1 involved NITE Lab instruc-
tion including form, fit and function (helmet and
Quad Eye integration) for each subject. Phase 2
consisted of a flight assessment of the tactical
integration of the Quad Eye into all USMC
assault support missions.
  In conclusion, MAWTS-1 aircrew supported
the integration of the WFOV concept into the
aircraft platforms flown. The Phase 1 form, fit
and function revealed some helmet/NVG inte-
gration issues that were not noted with AN/AVS-
9R systems. The camera module (mounted on
top of either inner channel monocular assembly)
caused a mechanical obstruction for pilots with
average to narrow interpupillary distances
wearing the NVG mount with the vertical adjust-
ment full up. On occasion, pilots were unable to
effect the tilt adjustment and achieve good
mechanical alignment. Phase 2 initial integra-
tion flights were conducted primarily under high
illumination conditions. Due to scheduling
limitations, the Quad Eye was not extensively
utilized under low illumination conditions. Under
high illumination conditions, Quad Eye resolu-
tion was adequate yet notably less than current
AN/AVS-9R NVGs. Under lower illumination
conditions, particularly in low contrast environ-
ments, the Quad Eye was inadequate due to
poor resolution. Reliability came into question
after aircrew experienced repeated image
intensifier tube failures both in the NITE Lab
and in flight. In general, the Quad Eye Heads
Up Display (HUD) overlay image was inferior to
image provided when using the AN/AVS-9R
NVG with the AN/AVS-7 model HUD.
  Based on these QA results, MAWTS-1 recom-
mends that the USMC pursue a WFOV NVG for
assault support pilots. The WFOV NVG must be
equipped with the most current image intensifier
technology available to enhance performance in
all illumination conditions. Additionally, improve-
ments in the quality of the HUD, outer channel
resolution, helmet/NVG system interface, and
continuous operating reliability will be necessary
to ensure seamless integration and fleet accep-
tance.

Armed with the feedback from this and other
flight assessments, the manufacturers of Quad
Eye have redesigned the system, to incorpo-
rate many of the suggested changes.  We look
forward to re-assessing the WFOV capability
during the next Weapons and Tactics Instructor
course at MAWTS-1.
  Qualitative Assessment of the Communication
Ear Plug in Assault Support Aircraft
  Intrusive noise has long been a troublesome
part of the aviation environment.  Cockpit noise
levels exceed National Institute of Occupa-
tional Safety and Health (NIOSH) standards,
and exposure durations go well beyond the
maximum allowable.  Noise induced hearing
loss is an end result of a career spent operat-
ing in this environment.  Human performance
implications of excessive cockpit noise in-
cludes lower speech intelligibility, missed
communications from both inside and external
to the aircraft, fatigue and stress.  A multifac-
eted approach to improving aircrew comfort
and safety includes methods for blocking
intrusive noise and increasing speech intelligi-
bility, while still allowing aircrew to have audible
cues to aircraft performance.  The Communi-
cations Ear Plug (CEP) has been extensively
tested in Naval aircraft, and is in use with other
servies as a means to combat excessive
cockpit noise.

 The purpose of this QA was to ascertain the
level of benefit in the use of the CEP during
intense tactical scenarios in assault support
aircraft missions.  The CEP program is cur-
rently an un-funded NAVAIR project, and all
costs associated with this evaluation were
incurred by MAWTS-1.
  MAWTS-1 instructor pilots and crew chiefs
from the CH-46E, CH-53E, AH-1W, and UH-1N
division participated in this QA during two
phases.  Phase 1 consisted of utilization
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instruction including form, fit and function
(helmet and CEP integration) for each subject.
Phase 2 consisted of a flight assessment of the
tactical integration of the CEP into various
USMC assault support missions as conducted
during the WTI course.

  The aircrew responses supported the
integration of the CEP into the aircraft platforms
flown.  The Phase 1 form, fit and function
revealed some helmet/CEP integration issues
that identified in previous evaluations in other
communities.  Due to the rather short flight
window during WTI 2-04, the subjects spent the
majority of their time getting used to integrating
the device into daily flight operations.
Additional aircrews were added to the QA for
Exercise Desert Talon II,
and most integration
issues were resolved for
the original participants.

  Based on these QA
results, MAWTS-1
recommends fleet wide
issuance of flight clearance
for all helicopter platforms.
The CEP kit installation is
quite easy, and the cost of
a single kit is
approximately $125
dollars.  Foam tip inserts
will need to be replaced
periodically, which will cost
an estimated $10-15
dollars per month for heavy
use.

  Naval Air Warfare Night Vision
Steering Group

  Since 1995, the Night Vision Steering Group
(NVSG) and the imbedded Operational Advisory
Group (OAG) forums (TACAIR and Rotary
Wing) have served as the focal point for Naval
Aviation night vision issues.  The subject forum
met annually until 2001 to focus on

improvements to Naval Aviation war-fighting
capability in the night environment.  The results
and recommendations that are generated at this
forum are provided to CNO (OPNAV N88),
HQMC (APW-71), PMA-202 (Aircrew Systems
Program) as well as specific platform OAGs to
assist in specific Program Objective Memoran-
dum inputs as well as augmenting/reinforcing
platform priorities.

Comment: We should have the latest results
from the various platform Oars handy to deter-
mine if there are already established NVD/NVG
training / tactics issues as previously deter-
mined.

  Fleet submitted agenda items serve as the
baseline for the working group discussions.
Action items from past conferences that remain
unresolved are also presented to the working
groups to determine applicability and status.

  Since the events of 9/
11 and the ensuing
Global War on
Terrorism, the NVSG
meeting has been
postponed.
Overarching
operational demands
placed upon the co-
chairs, MAWTS-1 and
Naval Strike and Air
Warfare Center, have
prevented a
coordinated effort to
revitalize the NVSG.
LCDR Bill Davis and
LT Folga have been
working together to
determine when,

where and if another NVSG meeting should be
held.    A tentative date of early January 2005 is
recommended.   A preliminary message will be
released this summer announcing the location
and dates, with a rough agenda.  Page links
from the MAWTS-1 NIPR and SIPR websites
will contain some historical NVSG data, along
with a place to submit action items for
consideration by the forums.  In the meantime,
any preliminary Rotary Wing inputs may be
emailed to Maj Jeff Pavelko at
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pavelkojm@mawts1.usmc.mil or LT Folga at
folgarv@mawts1.usmc.mil.  TACAIR inputs may
be sent to LCDR William Davis at
william.f.davis@navy.mil or LT Ed Chandler at
edward.chandler@navy.mil.

Heads Up Display Compatible Light
Interference Filters

  Problem:  KC-130J AN/AVS-9GR users will not
have Light Interference Filter (LIF) capability
(NVG laser hardening) due to incompatibility
with the aircraft HUD.  The J model will be
operating in the near term in a laser
environment, as evidenced from recent reports
from OIF.

  Proposed solution:  Investigate the potential
application of the USAF HUD friendly LIF into
the G/R kit for the KC-130J.

  Since the introduction of Aircrew Systems
Change 668, LIF adapter rings are being
incorporated into all G-Model AN/AVS-9 NVGs.
The current three-line LIFs were not
incorporated into fixed-wing NVGs due to
incompatibility with HUD viewing.  The Air Force
is developing a HUD friendly LIF that will allow
symbology viewing while providing essential
NVG hardening.  Mark Schmitt, Air Force
Research Lab (AFRL) Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, provided two pairs of the prototype
HUD compatible LIFs to MAWTS-1.

  During a fleet support training visit to MCAS
Yuma, LT Folga took the opportunity to film the
KC-130J Model HUD with the USAF LIFs
installed.  Footage was shot through the AN/
AVS-9GR from the left seat on a high
illumination night.  The camera captures only
the right eye image, therefore only the right
monocular was outfitted with the LIF for the
demonstration.  A very slight difference in HUD
visibility was noted between LIF and no LIF
conditions.

  An attempt was made to take comparative
footage with the AN/AVS-9R with the HUD LIFs
and normal LIFs in the NVG Eye lane and the
Hoffman 20/20 box.  The footage is not very
clear, however, the results were as follows:

9R with -1.0 diopter and HUD Comp LIF:  20/30-
35 on high contrast chart
9R with -1.0 diopter and regular 3-line LIF
installed: 20/30-35 on high contrast chart

9R with -1.0 diopter and HUD Comp LIF:  20/30
on Hoffman 20/20 (20/35 Low Light Level (LLL)
check)
9R with -1.0 diopter and regular 3-line LIF
installed:  20/30 on Hoffman 20/20 (20/40 LLL
check)

  Initially, the HUD compatible LIFs appear to be
a workable solution.  Outfitting non-pilot aircrew
members with AN/AVS-9R kits (come standard
with LIFs) should also be considered in the
interim.

  For further information regarding NVG training,
operational laser threat / safety contact: LT Rich
Folga (MAWTS-1 AMSO) DSN: 269-3652,
COM: (928) 269-3652 or via email:
folgarv@mawts1.usmc.mil.  For questions
regarding classified aspects of any of the above
areas, email folgarv@mawts1.usmc.smil.mil.  To
learn more about MAWTS-1, and to obtain
downloadable versions of WTI courseware and
manuals, visit http://www.mawts1.usmc.smil.mil.
You may download both the MAWTS-1 fixed
and rotary wing NVD manuals here as well.
The Air Force Night Operations COE website
may be accessed from any .mil computer at
https://nvgcoe.mesa.afmc.af.mil/html/
default.asp
 

LT Rich “IVAN” Folga
MAWTS-1 AMSO

928-269-3652, DSN 269
folgarv@mawts1.usmc.mil
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           Night Vision Goggle (NVG) user training
for non-aircrew Marines and sailors has long
been supported by fleet Night Imaging and
Threat Evaluation (NITE) labs.  However, no
formal requirement exists to provide this ser-
vice.  Additionally, until I received a request for
this type of support, I was unaware the tradition
existed.  In this article I will share the lessons
learned starting with that initial request.

Four months in to my first AMSO tour,
the Powerline (Engines) OIC from Marine Attack
Squadron (VMA) 513 detachment (det) B,
preparing to deploy with the 13th Marine
Expeditionary Unit (MEU) requested AN/AVS-6
training for his Collateral Duty Inspectors (CDI)
and Plane Captains.  Knowing that some type of
NVG training was being conducted at North
Island for Landing Signalmen but not being
exactly sure what these Marines would need, I
contacted LCDR Yniguez.  She informed me
that HC-3 conducts NVG training for Landing
Signalman Enlisted (LSE) and Helicopter
Control Officers (HCO).  The point of contact at
HC-3 indicated that they could not distribute
copies of their curriculum.  Next, I contacted the
MAWTS-1 AMSO, LT Folga, who provided some
guidance.  From there, I created a simple “How
to Use AN/AVS-6s” brief from the CD-ROM
version of the Night Vision Goggle Training
Course.  The class consisted of segments of the
Night Operational Environment, NVG
Components and Preflight Procedures, and
Terrain Board Demonstration lectures.

The three lectures were adapted to
better represent what the non-aircrew Marines
would need to know.  Their Flight Equipment
shop modified cranials for NVG use (similar to
the HGU-84 helicopter helmet).  Overall, the det
had good success with AN/AVS-6 use during
the deployment.

Another four months later, the Marine
Aircraft Group  (MAG) Thirteen Training Landing
Signal Officer (TLSO) asked about the service
life of the AN/AVS-6.  The TLSO was in the
process of training LSOs for VMA-214’s 15th

MEU det.  It was curious that he wanted to know
about the AN/AVS-6 when VMA-513 det B was

using AN/AVS-9 in the tower.  Digging further, it
was learned that he wanted additional NVGs for
the tower and thought he could get the AN/AVS-
6 easily since they are not being flown.  It
seemed like a good plan, and then there was
the Shreveport Hazard Report (HAZREP).

In May, the USS Shreveport released a
HAZREP (071340Z May 04) highlighting the
dangers of using dissimilar NVG systems in the
tower.  The main point of the HAZREP was that
AN/AVS-6 NVGs “fail to provide equitable flight
deck situational awareness picture”.  If the
MAG-13 TLSO had been able to acquire AN/
AVS-6 for use in the tower, he would have
realized, as the Air Boss on the Shreveport did,
that the Omnibus II or III technology would have
made it harder to visually acquire aircraft
approaching the ship for landing.  Unlit aircraft
would have to be 200 meters closer under
starlight conditions to be detected by the AN/
AVS-6 (Omnibus II or III) compared to AN/AVS-
9 (Omnibus IV) NVGs.  This disparity was
reported to increase fatigue and extraneous
radio communications between tower and
aircraft.  The hazard was assessed as a routine
hazard with Risk Assessment Code (RAC) 3 or
Moderate Risk.  The HAZREP was sent as a
priority message, which is required for severe
hazards, those with RAC 1 or 2.

At about the same time, the proposed
NVG use by CDI and Plane Captains for the 13th

MEU was discussed with the VMA-214
Powerline OIC, but interest in training was not
generated.  Then a few months later, before the
VMA-214 MEU det deployed, the rest of the
squadron, known as the Squadron Minus,
ramped up to deploy to Iraq with only a few
weeks of preparation.  Their Aviation
Maintenance Officer (AMO) asked about
acquiring NVGs for the maintenance Marines.
To answer this question, I contacted VMA-513
det A, which spent a year in Afghanistan.  Their
maintenance Marines used AN/PVS-7Bs, which
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NVG Training Issues:
Non-Aircrew Users

by

LT Leslie Kindling
 MAG-13 AMSO
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they received from Marine security forces
aboard the forward operating base.  There,
however, was not time to coordinate training
before the VMA-214 Squadron Minus deployed.

Currently, a VMA det (identified as VMA-
XXX for security purposes) is scheduled to
deploy to Afghanistan later this year.  This is a
rare situation in that there is plenty of time to
prepare.  So when their Maintenance Chief
requested AN/PVS-7B training for his Marines, I
was available to research the following
questions.  What is the requirement for them to
use NVGs?  What is the requirement for
training?  Who provides training?  What does
the training entail?  Who provides logistic and
maintenance support?  Even with all the lead-
time, the questions have not been fully
answered.  Additionally, new questions have
emerged.

So, what did I learn?  No requirement for
NVG training or NVG use for these Marines
exists.  The OPNAVINST 3710.7T (5.7.2) states
“Shipboard and ground operation involving
ground crews using NVDs shall be dictated by
the platform NATOPS manual (i.e., CV
NATOPS...) or the applicable NWP [Naval
Warfare Publication].”  The NWPs can be found
on the Naval Warfare Development Command
SIPRNET (Secret Internet Protocol Router
Network) site: www.nwdc.navy.smil.mil.

As it turns out, VMA-XXX is not going to
be shipboard.  If they were, the LHA/LHD
NATOPS has a “recommended distribution of
NVDs during flight operations” and states
“Ship’s personnel involved in flight operations
(air officers, LSOs, flight deck supervisors,
LSEs, etc.) shall receive training orientation
prior to conducting NVD operations.  Remaining
flight deck personnel will attend NVD training
coordinated through the Immediate Superior In
Command (ISIC) with instructions according to
Type Commander (TYCOM) guidance.”  So,
CDI and Plane Captains would fall in to the
“remaining flight deck personnel”.  Both MAG-
13 and Third Marine Aircraft Wing (3d MAW) as
the ISICs would, with instructions from Marine
Corps Forces Pacific (MARFORPAC),
coordinate training.  As best I could determine,
MAG-13, 3d MAW and MARFORPAC do not
have any published orders or instructions on
this topic.  I was also unable

to find directives from our other TYCOM,
Commander Naval Air Forces, US Pacific Fleet.

The NWP 3-04.1, Helicopter Operations
for Air Capable Ships, is one of those
“applicable” NWPs.  This also is not relevant to
VMA-XXX, but is included for completeness.
This publication states “HCO and LSE shall
attend formal classroom training provided by a
TYCOM-approved HCO/LSE school with an
established NVG syllabus or by a USMC
squadron night systems instructor.  Subject
matter shall consist of, but not be limited to, the
following areas: 1. NVG introduction, 2. Night/
NVG physiology, 3. Environmental
considerations, 4. Aircrew tendencies when
using NVG, 5. LSE signals and procedures
(NVG and unaided), and 6. Emergency
procedures.  Additionally, ship’s personnel
involved in flight operations … shall complete
applicable Naval Educational Training
(NAVEDTRA) Night Vision Goggle Operator
Personnel Qualification Standard (PQS).”  There
is no NVG Operator PQS, but there are seven
separate PQS that include NVGs.  Helicopter
Operations for Air Capable Ships and Landing
Signalman Enlisted are two of these PQS.

Additionally, HC-3 uses NWP 3-04.1 as
their teaching guide.  They train with AN/PVS-
5s, AN/PVS-7s and AN/AVS-6.  In addition to
HC-3 (NAS North Island, CA), HS-37 (Kaneohe
Bay, HI), HSL-40 (Mayport, FL), and HC-8
(Norfolk, VA) also train LSEs and HCOs.  Their
initial NVG training for LSEs and HCOs is 2.5
hours, which includes hands-on.  They also
have a two-hour refresher course.  There are
numerous other NWPs, and I spent some time
digging through them.  However, there does not
appear to be any which would cover the topic of
aircraft maintainers using NVGs on the flight
line. Since questions remained, outside sources
were queried.  The MAG-39 and Strike Fighter
Wing Pacific AMSOs field requests from
maintainers, parachute riggers, and other non-
aircrew types on a regular basis.  They provide
any type of training that is requested.  The
MAG-16 AMSO (forward), LT Ron Schoonover,
is providing AN/PVS-7B Operators course for
Air Traffic Controllers (ATC), Force Protection
personnel and 3rd Low Altitude Air Defense
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(LAAD) Battalion.  Additionally, LT Schoonover
has trained Naval Mobile Construction
Battalion-74 on the AN/PVS-7B, AN/PVS-7C,
AN/PVS-12 and the AN/PVS-20.  MAWTS-1
conducts AN/PVS-7B training for Forward
Operating Base (FOB) and Forward Arming
and Refueling Point (FARP) personnel, ATCs,
Marine Wing Support Group, Field Service
Support Group drivers and equipment
operators.  This includes individuals who
operate everything from 7-Ton trucks to
HMMV’s, including ambulances, refuelers, and
Light Armored Vehicles.  Training is conducted
in conjunction with Weapons and Tactics
Instructor courses and Desert Talon exercises.
Based on the increased demand for ground
NVG training, HM1 Richardson, MAWTS-1
AMSC, developed an AN/PVS-7B operators
course.  This course covers NVG related
driving mishaps lessons learned, NVG
capabilities and limitations, focusing and pre-
flight effectiveness.  Hands-on demonstrations
include the Night Vision Terrain Board and
NVG compatible vs. incompatible lighting.  The
course is tailored to the students needs,
requiring approximately two hours.  This
adjunctive courseware can be requested by
authorized users through the NITE Labs web
site.
     Yet with all this training occurring, there is no
clearly defined requirement for NVG use by
aircraft maintainers and no defined requirement
for training.  It is clear that the information
gathered so far needs to be shared.  As always,
the Aviation Physiology community will continue
to meet challenges as they arrive.
Thanks to LCDR Yniguez and LT Folga for the
information they shared on this topic.
Night Vision Device Subject Matter Expert
comment:  In response to the increased
demand, MAWTS-1 has added a module for
ground NVD training to the NITE Lab Instructor
Course.  For the latest version of HM1
Richardson’s AN/PVS-7B course brief, contact
him at DSN 269-6042.
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LT Leslie “Wood” Kindling
MAG-13 AMSO

928-269-5589, DSN 269
kindlingla@3mawyuma.usmc.mil

Acceleration LCDR Milligan
Advanced Training Technologies LT Artino
Anthropometry LCDR Sherman
Aviation Life Support Systems LCDR Hebert
Chemical/Biological/Nuclear LCDR Yniguez
Cold Weather Survival LT Balcius
Ejection Issues LCDR Bates
Fatigue LT Artino
High Altitude/Mountain Issues LCDR Davis
Hot Weather Survival LT McCarthy
Hyperbarics/DCS LCDR Wilcox
Human Factors LCDR Patterson
Laser/Laser Countermeasures LT Folga
Medical Intelligence LCDR Popeilarz
Motion Sickness LT Morarend
Night Vision Devices LT Folga
Nutrition/OTC Medicines LCDR Prevost
Operational Risk Management LCDR Hanley
Parachuting LT Ringo
Simulation CDR Griffith
Spatial D/Situational Awareness TBD
Survival Radios/Avionics TBD
Survival Training LCDR Prevost
Training Devices LT Yeager

NASTP Subject Matter Experts
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The Day We Became Sailors
by

LTJG David McEttrick
 LTJG Johnathan Swiger

ASTC Jacksonville

Two weeks out on the USS KENNEDY!
We had gathered as much gouge as possible
and we were vigilant in our preparations.  We
were ready to go and very excited for the
opportunity to experience a few weeks out at
sea.  We quickly learned that even the best
gouge did not adequately prepare us for what
we were experiencing.  Truly, to understand the
phenomenon of being underway, one must
experience it, and that is exactly what we did.

We observed from the foxhole the
retraction of the anchor and lines, we were
provided the invaluable personal breathing
device (PBD) training, and we were even
blindfolded to ensure we
could safely egress to the
hanger bay in the event of
an emergency.  We got lost
time after time trying to
navigate ourselves around
the ship.  We participated in
man overboard and general
quarter drills.  We observed
with great marvel the flight
operations from “Vulture’s
Row”.  We also watched
operations from the bridge,
including a compass calibration evolution.  Oh,
and we did all of these things on our first day.

During our first few days, we promptly
recognized the difficult working conditions of the
ship.  Everyone was constantly “on the job”,
uninterrupted sleep for more than 2 hours was
nothing short of miraculous, many spaces were
poorly ventilated, quarters were tight, every
shower was an adventure, and the condition of
the heads could be the subject of the next
Stephen King book.  Despite the difficult
conditions, each sailor went about their duty
with a sense of purpose and pride.  Needless to
say, it was not long before each sailor on board
the JFK had our utmost respect for the job they
were doing.

As our orientation cruise continued, so
too did our adventures.  We accompanied
preventative medicine as they collected and

tested water samples throughout the ship.  We
were alongside the ships industrial hygienist as
she completed an inspection of the medical
department.  We went on tours through the
oppressive engineering spaces, combat
weapons department, and we spent a significant
amount of time in air operations. We also spent
a fair amount of time in the wardroom.

Naturally, our favorite time during the
day was chow time!  The wardroom not only
provided us with three squares a day, but it was
quite the social hour as well.  During our meals
we were able to really discuss the on goings of
the ship with the officers from various

departments.  We learned
about the firing capabilities
of the Sea whiz, the
structure of AIMD, the
challenges facing the safety
office and medical
departments.  But most
importantly, we gained
valuable knowledge of the
Navy and the fleet via the
numerous sea stories and
experiences that were
shared.

Of all our experiences, the most
fascinating evolution that we observed was
without question the replenishments we took
onboard while underway.  We received supplies,
fuel and ammunition alongside the USS
SEATTLE and USS ENTERPRISE
simultaneously.  The skills, professionalism and
commitment demonstrated by the entire crew of
the JFK are of the highest caliber.  Several H-
60’s coordinated an impressive aerial display
during the vertical replenishments that would
make any member of Naval Aviation proud of
what we do.  The JFK is definitely “Back in the
Fight” and ready to serve as one of our nation’s
most flexible tools of diplomacy. Our two weeks
aboard the USS KENNEDY was truly an
invaluable and memorable experience that will
continue to serve us as we serve the fleet.
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       Top Ten Changes You Make at Home
                   After Going Underway

10.  Run drills at all hours
9.    Walk around with hearing protection
8.    Use a flashlight to get ready in the
morning
7.   Your movie collection includes the
complete compilation of 70’s style Navy
training videos
6.   Install a loud speaker near shower head
and have someone constantly adjusting the
temp of the water
5.   You begin each meal at home by asking
your family, “May I join you?”
4.    You practice how to egress from your
home blindfolded and you place zebra
markings on all doors and windows
3.    You periodically unplug the TV to improve
reception
2.    Ask your neighbor to randomly bang on
your door and walls at all hours of the evening
and early morning
1.    Separate your garbage and then toss it
over your deck

Autobiography
by

LTJG Cynthia A. Seegers
 ASTC Patuxent River

  LTJG Cynthia Seegers was
born on 17 April 1976 at the
Naval Hospital, Pensacola, FL.
She grew up in Granville, OH,
but spent many summers in her
grandfather’s bookstore at the
Naval Aviation Museum in

Pensacola.    She graduated from Granville
High School in 1994, and completed her B.S.,
Cum Laude, in Biology from Davidson College
in Davidson, North Carolina in 1998.  As an
undergraduate, she was a member of the Beta,
Beta, Beta Biology Honor Society and played
volleyball at the NCAA Division I level.
  In 2001, she received her Master of Arts in
Exercise Physiology from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill.  Her thesis work, on the
association between neurotransmitters and
hormones during prolonged exercise, won the
student research award.  During her graduate
work, LTJG Seegers interned at Brooks Air
Force Base in San Antonio, TX where she
investigated the effect of exercise on nitrogen
elimination time.  Upon completing her graduate
degree, she became the coordinator for a large-
scale research study determining the safety of
several pharmacological compounds used by
soldiers of the first Gulf War at the Uniformed
Services University of the Health Sciences in
Bethesda, Maryland (2001-2003).
  LTJG Seegers received her commission on 12
May 2003, making her the third generation of
Naval officers in her family.  She commenced
her Naval career by attending Officer
Indoctrination School (OIS), Newport, RI from 9
June – 10 July 2003. She began the U.S.
Navy’s Student Naval Aerospace Physiologist
(SNAP) training program in July 2003, where
she earned the Medical Service Corps
Director’s Award.  She was designated a Naval
Aerospace Physiologist (270) on 13 February
2004.  While in Aviation Preflight Indoctrination,
LTJG Seegers received the Commitment to
Physical Fitness Award.  She is currently a US
Navy Aerospace Physiology Intern at Aviation
Survival Training Center Patuxent River.
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LTJG David McEttrick
ASTC Jacksonville Intern
904-542-8210, DSN 942

david.mcettrick@
sar.med.navy.mil

LTJG Johnathan Swiger
ASTC Jacksonville Intern
904-542-8210, DSN 942

johnathan.swiger@
sar.med.navy.mil
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Mike Mentzer’s
High Intensity Training

by

LT David D. Peterson
COMFITWINGLANT

  Undoubtedly, there are several philosophies
out there when it comes to weight training.
Some of the more popular ones are “more is
better” and “there is no such thing as over-
training, just under-eating”.  Unfortunately,
approaches such as these have done little more
than limit participation in the sport and give
weightlifters a bad rap.  However, not everyone
agrees with these theories.  Mike Mentzer, a
former Mr. America and Mr. Olympia,
challenged the mentality of bodybuilding in the
late seventies by rebuking the normal approach
to weight training.  His belief that bodybuilders
didn’t have to train seven days a week for hours
at a time, shook the very foundation of modern
bodybuilding.  Mentzer’s training program,
known as high-intensity training (HIT), would
produce maximum results in minimal time.
   Most avid weightlifters believe that in order to
get larger or stronger one must spend several
hours in the gym five to six days a week.
Mentzer disagrees.  His philosophy purports
one should train just enough to stimulate the
growth response but as infrequently as possible
to maximize the body’s ability to recover.  This
equates to doing only one set per body part
every four to seven days.  Obviously, this differs
significantly from the “volume approach”
employed by most weightlifters.  Mentzer goes
on to say that a vast majority of weightlifters
today are over-training, thus actually preventing
themselves from reaching their goals of growing
bigger and/or stronger.
   As suggested by its title, the foundation of
Mentzer’s program is intensity.  Mentzer defines
intensity as, “the percentage of possible
momentary muscular effort being exerted.”  To
better define intensity, he uses completing a 10
rep set of barbell curls to failure as an
illustration.  The percentage of possible
momentary muscular effort exerted on the first
rep would be the lowest of all reps requiring
roughly 8 to 10 percent intensity of effort.  Each
successive rep would require progressively
greater intensity of effort, with the last rep
requiring 100 percent of one’s possible
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momentary muscular effort, or 100 percent
intensity of effort.  The key to understanding the
cardinal fundamental of high-intensity training is
recognizing that the last rep of a set carried to
failure, the only rep requiring 100 percent
intensity of effort, is the most productive in
terms of stimulating strength and size
increases.  Mentzer adds, “There is something
that occurs physiologically on that last rep,
when one is exerting himself maximally, that is
literally responsible for flipping on the growth
machinery inside the muscle.”
   In order for the human body to adapt to its
fullest capacity to resistance training, it requires
more than just reaching complete muscular
failure.  Adequate recuperation, i.e. recovery
time, is also required.  The body has limited
recovery ability, thereby dictating that the
training stress must be cautiously regulated in
terms of both volume and frequency.
   The body’s ability to recover is directly
correlated with volume, or number of sets.  The
extent to which an individual trains, or the
number of sets performed, will further degrade
the body of its limited reserve of biochemical
resources.  Mentzer adds, “In other words, for
every set performed, more and more of the
body’s limited reserve of biochemical resources
is used in an attempt to merely recover from the
exhaustive effects, leaving that much less
available for growth production.”  Mentzer feels
that most bodybuilders today don’t understand
that weight training’s two fundamental elements
(the workout and the rest period) are of equal
value, neither being any more important than
the other.  The first element is the workout and
the second being the rest period in between.
According to Mentzer, the workout does not
produce muscular growth, but merely serves to
stimulate the body’s growth mechanism.
Rather, it is the body itself that produces growth
but only if left undisturbed for a sufficient
enough rest period.  Mentzer concludes, “In my
experience, I have observed that, for most,
training once every four to six days is literally
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almost miraculous compared to training with any
greater frequency.”
 Mentzer suggests one beginning the HIT
program should train once every four days, i.e.
once every 96 hours.  For example, if one starts
with Day One’s workout on Monday, the second
workout would not be performed until Friday, the
third the following Tuesday, the fourth on
Saturday, and so forth.  Ninety-six hours later,
start over with Day One and repeat the four
work-out protocol.  If a scheduling conflict
makes it impossible to get to the gym on the
fourth day, then go on the fifth day instead of
the third.
   Mentzer recommends that 6 to 12 repetitions
be completed on all exercises except the
following- Incline Press, perform 1
to 3 reps (to failure); Deadlifts,
perform 5 to 8 reps; Dips, perform
3 to 5 reps (if you can perform
more than five with your
bodyweight, add weight) ; and
Standing Calf Raises, perform 12
to 20 reps.
   Another important concept in the
HIT program is Pre-Exhaustion.
In many conventional exercises, it
is not possible for the larger
stronger muscles to exert 100
percent of their contractile ability
because of the involvement of
other smaller muscle groups.  For
example, when completing the
Incline Press to failure, the triceps
would give out and a point of failure would be
reached well before the larger, stronger pecs
are exhausted.  This can be overcome by
performing an isolation exercise prior to
completing the Incline Press.  Completing an
isolation exercise, such as Dumbbell Flyes or
Cable Crossovers, to failure will “pre-exhaust”
the pecs while preserving much of the strength
of the triceps.
  To further ensure maximal results in minimal
time, Mentzer incorporates what he refers to as
the three levels of functional ability.  The first
being positive strength, the ability to lift the
weight from the fully extended position to the
fully contacted position, which is the weakest of

the three.  The second level is static, the ability
to hold the weight at given point in the range of
motion.  Static strength is considerably greater
than positive strength.  The third level is
negative strength, the ability to lower the weight
under full control.  Negative strength is by far
the greatest of the three.  An individual who
could hold a weight of 100 pounds for one rep
might be able to hold 130 pounds at any given
point in the range of motion, and lower 160
pounds under strict control.  Thus when a
person trains to positive failure, it could be said
that he trained at only one third of his functional
ability, because he stills has considerable static
and negative strength left.  By holding the
weight in the fully contracted position to just shy

of static failure then finishing
with a single, slow negative
would significantly stress all
three levels of functional
ability.  Due to the fact that
the body is exposed to a
much greater degree of
stress by incorporating the
different levels of functional
ability, it is recommended to
decrease the number of sets
to compensate (i.e. the one
set per exercise).  It is also
important to mention that
routinely training with all
three levels of functional
ability can overstress the
body’s recovery capability

and should be incorporated sparingly.
   As an individual grows stronger week to week,
lifting progressively heavier weights, the
stresses on his body grow progressively greater
too.  If one doesn’t compensate for the
continued increases in physiological stress, he
will eventually reach a point of overtraining,
where progress will initially slow down and,
ultimately, cease.  Menzter says that
“compensating for the increasing stresses is
rather simple.  Before any signs of over-training
manifest, periodically drop a set from a workout.
For example, every third workout or so for arms,
drop either the Pressdowns or the Dips, and just
do one or the other.”  He goes on to say that

www.bodybuilding.com
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even more important is to periodically insert
added rest days.  Mentzer adds, “Every other
cycle of the four workout protocol, randomly
inset an extra day or two.  And over a period of
3 to 4 months, start adding the extra rest days
with greater regularity until you are training only
once every five or six days.

Suggested Routine #1

Workout One.  Chest / Back

- Pec Deck or Flat-Bench Dumbbells
Flyes

supersetted with

- Incline Press

- Close-Grip, Palms-Up Pulldowns

- Regular Deadlift

Workout Two.  Legs

- Leg Extensions

supersetted with

- Leg Press

- Standing Calf Raises

Workout Three.  Delts / Arms

- Dumbbell Laterals

supersetted with

- Bent-over Dumbbell Laterals

- Standing Barbell Curls

- Triceps Pressdowns

supersetted with

- Dips

Workout Four.  Legs

- Leg Extensions

supersetted with

- Squats

- Standing Calf Raises

   Mentzer believes the above routine should
yield meaningful results for the majority of the
population.  However, for some, those with poor
innate recovery ability, the suggested routine
may produce no worthwhile results.  If after two,
no more than three, complete workout cycles of
the four workout protocol, little or no strength
increase is witnessed, cease the routine
entirely.  Mentzer feels if a workout protocol is to
yield results, it should do so immediately.  If you
are not experiencing progress with the
suggested program after 2 to 3 cycles, take a
two week layoff, and resume training with the
program listed below.  The second routine
excludes some of the specialized isolation
movements, and focuses primarily on
compound movements.  The routine still works
all of the major muscle groups, but with lesser
total sets.  Workout One and Workout Two
should be conducted with five or six days
separating them.  As one grows stronger over
time, begin inserting an extra rest day or two at
random.  Continue to insert extra rest day(s)
with greater regularity until you are training once
every six to seven days or less.

Suggested Routine #2

Workout One.

- Squats (alternated periodically with
Leg Presses)

- Close-Grip, Palms-Up Pulldowns

- Dips
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Workout Two.

- Regular Deadlifts (alternated
periodically with Shrugs)

- Press Behind the Neck

- Standing Calf Raise

   So why write this article?  The HIT program is
not new; it has been around for decades.
Surprisingly, it is just now becoming more
popular.  The HIT program is used by several
high school and university level athletic
programs.  In fact, to promote better fitness
among Naval Officers, the Department Head
Leadership Training Course (previously referred
to as the Intermediate Officer Leadership
Course) now includes a short segment on the
HIT program.  The above review was intended
to equip you with the knowledge base
necessary to speak intelligently on this “new”
approach to weight training, whether you
personally include resistance training into your
exercise regime or not.  Because physiologists
are often perceived as the resident experts on
exercise and nutrition matters, we should at
least be familiar with the latest trends to better
inform our aviators.

Ref:  Mentzer, Mike.  High Intensity Training
Program.  Advanced Research Press, Inc:  New
York, 1997.
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LT David D. “MEAT” Peterson
COMFITWINGLANT AMSO

757-433-4017, DSN 433
david.peterson1@navy.mil

Training the Fleet to Survive:
New Initiatives in Naval Aviation

Survival Training
by

LCDR Michael Prevost
& LT Anthony Artino

  Naval Medicine has been providing aviation
survival training to Navy and Marine Corps
pilots, flight officers, and enlisted aircrew for
more than 50 years.  When most people think
about Naval Aviation Survival Training, they
think about the Dilbert Dunker and the altitude
chamber (both were seen in the movie, “An
Officer and a Gentleman”).  The Navy still uses
training devices to teach emergency
procedures, but there are recent and ongoing
initiatives that are changing the way it trains its
aircrew.  Some of these initiatives include:

   Virtual Reality Parachute Descent Training:
All of the Navy’s Aviation Survival Training
Centers (ASTC) use Virtual Reality Trainers
(VRT) to teach parachute descent training.  The
VRT  simulates parachute malfunctions (i.e.,
line over, riser twist or blown panels),and allows
students to practice steering the parachute into
the wind and towards a suitable landing zone.
The response from the fleet to the VRT trainers
has been overwhelmingly positive.

  Recently, the NASTP VRT’s received a
complete software overhaul.  Updated software
enables students to train in canopy steering,
correction of malfunctions and four-line release
procedures.  The new VRT’s employ more
realistic graphics and visuals, which allow the
system to simulate various environmental
factors such as day, night, coastline, jungle,
varying altitudes, parachute types and weather
conditions.  The system has a grading
component that gives instructors the ability to
measure student performance and provide post-
training feedback.  Overall, the system
upgrades greatly enhance instructional realism,
providing students with an improved learning
experience.

  New Water Survival Training Facilities:
New water survival training facilities have been
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completed at NAS Norfolk, NAS Patuxent River,
NAS Pensacola, and NAS Whidbey Island.  The
new facilities consist of classroom spaces and
an indoor 33-meter pool.  The Navy can now
house all water survival training devices in the
same pool.  This provides the opportunity to
move away from individual device training and
towards a scenario-based training format for
water survival training.  For example, a typical
training scenario from ejection to rescue for an
F/A-18 pilot might include (1) Parachute Over
Water Slide Trainer where he/she would
practice parachute descent procedures and
canopy avoidance; (2) Transition to the
parachute drag trainer where he/she would
practice releasing the canopy to avoid being
dragged or submerged by a sinking canopy; (3)
Retrieval and boarding of the lift raft, including
use of the survival radio and other signaling
devices; and (4) Rescue simulation to include
swimming over to the helicopter hoist trainer to
be hoisted.  This approach allows training of
water survival techniques in the context of
realistic survival scenarios.

  Night Storm Scenario Training:  Night Storm
Scenario is an extension of the scenario-based
water survival format.  Night Storm Scenario is
conducted in the dark and uses a fog machine,
fire hoses and sound effects to simulate the sea
state, rain, reduced visibility and noise
associated with a storm at night.  Students are
taken through a scenario that involves signaling
equipment, managing injuries and a helicopter
rescue under the worst-case scenario
conditions of a severe storm at night.  Students
experience how difficult it can be to perform
basic survival procedures under challenging
conditions.

  Reduced Oxygen Breathing Device:  A
standard altitude chamber is simply a steel box
with a vacuum pump attached.  Air is pumped
out to simulate reduced barometric pressure at
altitude, thus producing hypoxia.  The Reduced
Oxygen Breathing Device (ROBD) uses a
different concept called normobaric hypoxia.
Nitrogen is injected into the breathing mixture to
reduce the percentage of oxygen, not the
pressure, of the inspired air.  Recent research at
the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Labora-
tory (NAMRL) has shown that this type of

hypoxia is not significantly different from altitude
hypoxia.  Additionally, with normobaric hypoxia,
there is no risk of decompression sickness or
barotraumas.  The big advantage of the ROBD,
however, is that it can be used in a flight
simulator.  The ROBD is a suitcase-sized unit.
This allows instructors to train aviators to
recognize the symptoms of hypoxia in the
context of their normal crew duties.  Aircraft-
specific hypoxia emergency procedures can be
trained in the simulator using the ROBD.  This
represents a significant advancement when
compared to standard altitude chamber training.

  February of 2004, the Naval Survival Training
Institute (NSTI) trained its first Aviator using the
ROBD in lieu of the altitude chamber.  An ROBD
pilot curriculum is currently under evaluation,
and thus far this new curriculum has received a
positive response from fleet aviators.
Concurrently, NAMRL is working on the next
generation ROBD, which promises to be a more
robust, more mobile, and more accurate training
device.  If all goes well, ROBD training could be
implemented fleet-wide by early 2005.

  Computer Based Training:  NSTI is in the
process of developing Web-Based Training
(WBT) modules for some of the refresher
courses in survival training.  Designed to be part
of a modular concept of training, the WBT
modules will interlock with ASTC-based training,
the ROBD and simulator-based physiology
(SIMPHYS).  The R2/RP2 (Prop Refresher)
curriculum has been selected for trial in a pilot
program to evaluate the proof of concept.  The
Overview, Aviation Physiology, Stress and
Sensory Physiology Briefs are slated for
computer conversion.

  A student will contact the ASTC for a training
quota and will be offered the WBT option.  The
student is given a web address and password,
and will then be on their own to complete the
WBT prior to their scheduled completion date at
the ASTC.  Upon reporting to the ASTC, the
student will have different choices (depending
on facilities and availability) of what dynamic
training they receive (ROBD/SIMPHYS, ROBD
at the ASTC, or a traditional altitude chamber
flight).  Prior to the dynamic training, a
physiologist will meet with the student, ask if
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LT Mike “Chow” Prevost
Naval Survival Training Insitute

850-452-2718, DSN 922
mcprevost@nomi.med.navy.mil

LT Tony “Ragu” Artino
Naval Survival Training Insitute

850-452-4705, DSN 922
arartino@nomi.med.navy.mil
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there are any questions, and review any current
mishaps that are applicable to the training.
Aviation Life Support Systems, First Aid and
Water Survival training would then progress
traditionally.

  In addition to transitioning portions of the Prop
Refresher curriculum to WBT, NSTI has recently
completed development of a web-based course
for Midshipmen and VIP students.  The course,
entitled, “Initial Survival Training for
Midshipmen, VIPs, and Orientation Flight
Passengers”, includes the following modules:
Aviation Physiology, Sensory Physiology,
Personal Protective Equipment and Aviation Life
Support Equipment, and Emergency Egress
and Parachuting Procedures.  Using this new
WBT module, Midshipmen and VIP students
have the ability to complete a signification
portion of the required survival training
curriculum prior to their arrival at an ASTC.  This
“blended” approach to survival training should
help to significantly lighten the training load at
ASTCs that traditionally instruct large numbers
of Midshipmen and VIP students.

  Simulator Physiology:  The SIMPHYS
concept was piloted by the Navy in the late
1990s.  SIMPHYS takes training that is normally
conducted in a classroom to the simulator.  The
SIMPHYS flight begins with a “pick your
wingman” scenario in which the student
chooses a wingman for the flight based on 72-
hour histories.  The exercise points out several
stress and human performance factors that
could affect the wingman’s performance during
the upcoming flight.  The flight is then briefed
normally and begins with a day VFR flight to the
ship.  The flight includes varying terrains and
sea states, conflicting air traffic, inadvertent IMC
scenarios, in-flight emergencies, a nighttime
formation flight on night vision goggles, cultural
lighting and low light level conditions.  During
the flight, visual and vestibular illusions, human
factors issues and sensory physiology concerns
are discussed, demonstrated, and recovered
from.  With the introduction of the ROBD, a
hypoxia scenario can be added.  SIMPHYS
allows an aviator to complete a portion of their
required survival training in the simulator with
one-on-one instruction from an Aerospace
Physiologist vice the traditional classroom

lectures at an ASTC.

  Modular Egress Training System (METS):
The METS is the newest multi-place underwater
egress trainer (helicopter dunker).  Modularity is
the METS’s advantage.  By replacing panels or
moving /removing seats, the dunker can be
configured to represent a variety of aircraft,
including helicopters and fixed wing aircraft.
Equipment (i.e. life rafts, equipment panels) can
be mounted inside of the METS.  The METS
provides a more versatile egress-training
platform that will provide Navy and Marine
Corps aviators/aircrew more realistic
underwater egress training.

  NSTI is undertaking a major review and
revision of all Aviation Survival Training curricula
this year to ensure that it provides the fleet with
the most up-to-date and relevant information.
These revisions are designed to move the
survival training program away from unrealistic,
instructor-based training and towards realistic,
student-centered, scenario-based training.
Ultimately, these enhancements will benefit the
war-fighter by improving both in-flight
performance and post-flight survivability.
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TRAWING Five Motion
Sickness Adaptation Program

by

LT Paul Hauerstein,  LT Jake Morarend,
& LCDR Dave “Gunga” Hanley
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  Training Air Wing (TRAWING) FIVE began
enrolling students in a local motion sickness
adaptation program in August 2002. Student
aviators have been returned to flying status at a
high rate by virtue of this innovative program.
The application of good science and physiology
at the squadron level reduces training time and
saves money. More importantly, it has
significantly improved or saved the flying career
of many Naval Aviators.
  Student Naval Aviators at Training Air Wing
FIVE previously were sent to
the three-day motion
sickness adaptation
programs at Vance or
Sheppard Air Force Bases, or
the four to eight week Naval
Operational Medicine
Institute (NOMI) Self Paced
Airsickness Desensitization
(SPAD) program.
  The Vance AFB program
expressed a 97% success
rate, and the Sheppard AFB
program claimed a success
rate of approximately 94%.
The NOMI SPAD program
enabled approximately 80%
of the students to earn their
wings.  TRAWING Five Flight
Surgeons reported that about 75% of the
TRAWING Five students were successfully
treated by SPAD.
  TRAWING Five, under supervision of
Aeromedical Safety Officer (AMSO), LT Paul
Haurstein and the Senior Flight Surgeon, CDR
Rick Sanborn, stood up the motion sickness
adaptation program based on the Vance AFB
model.  The Vance program was of short
duration.  Vance’s demonstrated success, and
the success experienced by TRAWING Five
students at Vance influenced the decision to use
the Vance AFB model.  LT Jake Morarend, the
current TRAWING Five AMSO, now runs the
program.  Enlisted expertise has been provided

by Aviation Physiology Technicians in the
persons of HM1 Suddeth, HM1 Holgate, HM2
Morrish, HM2 Rudy, and HM2 Riorden from the
Pensacola ASTC as well as HM2 Bracken from
the NAS Whiting Field Branch Medical Clinic.
CNATRA AMSO, LCDR Dave Hanley, CAPT
Steve Selby, Senior CNATRA Flight Surgeon, LT
Nathaniel Ruttig (FS), and LT Guillermo Navarro
(FS) assisted with program implementation
across all training wings.
  The Training Air Wing FIVE airsickness
program incorporates counseling, medication,
and a motorized Barany Chair.  A Flight
Surgeon evaluation is required for each
airsickness episode after syllabus flight C4002
(FAM 2), or upon the second airsick episode,

per Wing’s Basic Airsickness
Management Requirements for
Students.  Students who
experience a third episode of
airsickness, or airsickness after
C4004 (FAM 4) shall be
evaluated by the Flight Surgeon
for medical suppression of
airsickness symptoms.
Medication, if utilized, must stop
prior to C4202 (FAM 10).
Students who experience
airsickness following the
medication flights are referred to
the Flight Surgeon for evaluation
and possible adaptation training.
Students who fail to demonstrate
an adaptive pattern within a
reasonable time following

adaptation training are referred for an
Aeromedical Training Review Board (TRB).
Students have been referred to the motion
sickness adaptation program anywhere in the
flight syllabus from C4102 (FAM 6) to rotary
wing BI flights, with the majority being referred
between C4102 (FAM 6), and C4301 (FAM 13).
  The Motion Sickness Adaptation Program
employs an initial interview, short duration
Barany Chair treatment sessions, and referral to
the Family Service Center. The Wing instruction
states that spin training starts the day after the
initial interview, however to reduce the time
away from flying, the initial interview and first
day of chair spinning often occur the same day.
The initial interview with the AMSO or corpsman



Differences may also exist in equipment
(motorized vs. un-motorized Barany Chair), or
from staff interpersonal factors.  Another factor
is exposure to the flying environment prior to
commencing primary training. Air Force
candidates may have more flight exposure prior
to starting military flight training.  This produces
a de facto screening of less adaptable students.
  CNATRA Headquarters elected to implement
the motion sickness adaptation program
throughout the training command as the result
of TRAWING Five’s success.  CNATRA is
obtaining Barany Chairs, and drafting a TYCOM
instruction.  The TYCOM program maximizes
training safety and effectiveness through
standardized procedures in the management of
airsickness.  The new CNATRA program will be
under the cognizance of Flight Surgeons and
Aeromedical Safety Officers for student pilots
and student navigators who experience
significant problems with airsickness.
  The projected savings to CNATRA over the
next 10 years is estimated at $4.5 million.
Savings are achieved in reduced training time,
fewer lost duty days, greater access to refresher
training and reduced TAD expenditures for
training at Air Force bases.  Ultimately, the best
measure of the program is the high rate of
Student Naval Aviators and Naval Flight Officers
who are returned to flight status.

helps determine the student’s syllabus status,
what treatment has been provided prior to
referral, and the student’s possible motion
sickness triggers.  Anxiety can be a contributing
factor to nausea experienced by students while
flying.  The Family Service Center provides
students with stress management training
specific to motion sickness.
  Barany Chair sessions are normally executed
for three consecutive days.  Students are spun
at 20rpm for two to three ten minute spins,
clockwise and counter-clockwise.  The student
is asked to perform various head movements,
as tolerated.  Some students cannot tolerate the
initial 20rpm without vomiting.  These students
are introduced at lower rpm, and the speed is
adjusted to where head movements can be
performed with inducing nausea, but not
vomiting.  As the student progresses in the
program, rpm’s are gradually increased. Daily
sessions take approximately 45 minutes per
student. The number of spin sessions
completed per student ranges from 0-14, with
an average number of spin sessions of
approximately 5.0.
  Not every student is able to return to flying
after treatment.  The Wing policy is that
students can continue in the flight syllabus as
long as they are motivated.  It is ultimately the
squadron Commander’s decision.  The longest
a student has participated in the program has
been approximately three weeks.  This student
was eventually determined to be Not Physically
Qualified (NPQ) due to motion sickness.
  Fifty-two students have participated in the
program, including 12 from VT-2, 22 from VT-3,
17 from VT-6, and 1 from HT-8.  The most
students in the program at any one time were
five.  Forty-five (45) of the 52 students or 86.5%
returned to flying duty, and 7 (13.5%) were
determined to be NPQ for motion sickness.  Of
the 45 students that returned to training, 12
were winged, 18 are currently in the advanced
syllabus, 11 are currently in the primary
syllabus, and 4 attrited for reasons other than
motion sickness.
  The TRAWING program success rate (86.5%)
is somewhat less than the claimed 97% success
of the Vance AFB program.  The discrepancy
may be due to several factors.  First, Air Force
students may be referred at an earlier stage of
training compared to Navy students.

LT Paul Hauerstein
VAQWINGPAC AMSO

360-257-3083, DSN 820
paul.g.hauerstein@navy.mil

LT Jake “Shrek” Morarend
TRAWING FIVE AMSO
850-623-7138, DSN 868

jason.morarend@navy.mil
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Naval Operational Medicine Institute (NOMI) Commanding Officer Captain Douglas H. Freer, MC,
USN turned over the helm to Captain Vincent W. Musashe, MSC, USN in a Change of Command
ceremony held at the National Museum of Naval Aviation in Pensacola, Florida on June 23.

     Captain Musashe holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Education with an emphasis in
Physiology from Valdosta State College, Georgia and a Master of Science degree in Physiology
from the University of Tennessee.  He has also attended the Naval Postgraduate School where he
completed the Aviation Safety Officer course, completed Marine Corps Command & Staff non-
residence course, and attended the Armed Forces Staff College where he graduated from the
Joint and Combined Staff Officer School. Captain Musashe is a board certified Aerospace
Physiologist, and is a fellow of the Aerospace Medical Association (AsMA).

     Captain Musashe received a direct commission into the Medical Service Corps as a
Lieutenant, Junior Grade in December 1978.  He was ordered to the Naval Aerospace Medical
Institute (NAMI), Naval Air Station Pensacola, Florida, and was designated a Naval Aerospace
Physiologist (#100) in June 1979.  He was retained at NAMI and served from June 1979 to
January 1982 as the Hyperbaric Diving Officer,
Training Officer, and Department Head for
MSC and Hospital Corps Training.  While at
NAMI, Captain Musashe was promoted to
Lieutenant in December 1980 and augmented
into the Regular Navy in March 1981.

     From February 1982 to February 1984,
Captain Musashe was assigned to the Naval
Hospital Oak Harbor, Naval Air Station
Whidbey Island, where as the Department
Head of the aviation physiology training facility,
he provided physiology and water survival
training for Navy and Marine Corps A-6E and
EA-6B aircrews.  Following his tour at Whidbey
Island, Captain Musashe reported for duty as
the Aeromedical Safety Officer (AMSO),
Second Marine Aircraft Wing (MAW) at Marine
Corps Air Station Cherry Point, North Carolina, where he served from March 1984 through
September 1989.  He was promoted to Lieutenant Commander in October 1985.  While assigned
to 2nd MAW, he deployed with the 22nd Marine Amphibious Unit in 1985 during Landing Force
Sixth Fleet operations to provide aeromedical support in a deployed setting, becoming the first
Naval Aerospace Physiologist to deploy with a Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF).  He
deployed with HMLA-167 in 1988 as part of Contingency MAGTF 2-88.

 In September 1989, Captain Musashe was ordered to Washington, D.C. as the first Aerospace
Physiologist on the staff of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Aviation, Headquarters, United States
Marine Corps.  He was the chief aeromedical advisor and overall coordinator of the United States
Marine Corps (USMC) AMSO program, and Naval Aviation Physiology and Water Survival Training
Program within the Marine Corps.  While on the CMC staff, he developed the concept of
operations for AMSO support at all levels of Marine aviation.  During this tour he was promoted to
Commander in September 1991.

CAPT Vincent W. Musashe assumes command of
Naval Operational Medicine Institute

by

CAPT Donald Plombon
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From June 1993 through February 1997,
Captain Musashe was assigned to the Bureau
of Medicine and Surgery (BUMED),
Washington, D.C. as the Naval Aerospace
Physiology Program Manager where he was
responsible for oversight, and direction of the
physiology and water survival training programs
as well as the AMSO program and physiological
research and development programs under
Naval Air Systems Command and BUMED
cognizance.  He was also the specialty leader
for the Naval Aerospace Physiology community.

  In February 1997, Captain Musashe was
assigned to United States Atlantic Command at
U.S. Army Forces Command, Fort McPherson,
Georgia where he served as the Joint Medical
Plans Program Manager.  He was promoted to
Captain in June 1997.  Captain Musashe was
assigned as Branch Head, Medical Plans and
Policy, in the Medical Resources, Plans and
Policy Division of the Office of the Chief of
Naval Operations, Washington, D.C. in May
1999 and assumed the duties as Deputy
Director in July 2000.  From June 2002 through
April 2004, CAPT Musashe became the first
Medical Service Corps (MSC) officer to serve as
the Deputy Chief BUMED, Fleet Operations
Support, Washington, D.C. In June 2004, CAPT
Musashe assumed his current position as
Commanding Officer, Naval Operational
Medicine Institute (NOMI).

     Captain Musashe’s personal decorations
include the Legion of Merit with gold star,
Defense Meritorious Service Medal, Meritorious
Service Medal with gold star, Navy
Commendation Medal, Navy Achievement
Medal, and the National Defense Medal.  He

was selected as the 1980 Aerospace
Physiologist of the Year and received the 1991
Special Award in Aerospace Physiology. In 1999
he received the Fred A. Hitchcock Award for
Excellence in Aerospace Physiology and in
2000 he received the Harry G. Moseley Award
for Significant Contributions to Flight Safety.

     Captain Musashe is married to the former
Nedra New of Thomaston, Georgia.  They have
three daughters, Haven, Natalie and Anna.

CAPT Donnie “Spike” Plombon
OIC NSTI

850-452-3951, DSN 922
drplombon@nomi.med.navy.mil
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CO NOMI
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LCDR Al Bransdorfer
& LT Rudy Herrera
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Rivera & CAPT Freer
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HM3 Pitts, Oliver
North, HM2 Chick
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LT Hunt, HM1 Foranda,
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Right Photo:
LT Nick “Sure Miss” DiMaso &
Amanda “Dead Eye” DiMaso

Left Photo:
foreground: DC1 Yaden,
MM2 Mehring, & BM2 Smith
backgound: BMC Osborn

Right Photo:
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LCDR Vitatoe, LT Linderman,
& LT Shaddix

LT Olmo, LCDR Jehue, LT Jabs,
LT Olmo, LCDR Jehue, LT Jabs,

& LT Peterson

LT Shaddix, LCDR Vitatoe,
& LCDR “Ratboy” Hebert

Pyro & PuffyCAPT Murdock & CDR Hathaway
RADM Arthur, LTCOL Hudson,

& LCDR Jehue

Ragu & CDR “Killer” WheatonLTCOL Byrne, & CDR Lawry LT Folga & LT “Chunky” Kavanaugh

LT Rich “Ivan” Folga & LT Tony “Ragu” Artino

LT Artino LT Shaddix AsMA Certified Physiologists

LT Sean”Puffy” Lando
LT Barry “Shaggy” Shaddix
LTMike “Chunky” Kavanaugh
LT Russ “Patch” Linderman

LCDR “Jam” Vitatoe

Puffy, Shaggy, Chunky, & Batch
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